Bosworth Academy

UNIFORM FOR KEY STAGE 4 STUDENTS
This uniform is compulsory. These rules apply to both years 9 and 10
This dress code has been informed by the following principles:
 To help promote an ethos of high standards, high expectations, achievement and success
 To boost students’ self-esteem, confidence and stimulate pride in themselves and their school
 To prepare students for the world of work by embedding an understanding of responsibility and identity
 To celebrate becoming an ‘all the way through’ school for the very first time
 To support the new ‘three year’ KS4
Uniform
 Bosworth Academy Charcoal Grey Blazer*
 Bosworth Academy Grey Jumper
 Bosworth Academy Tie*
*Compulsory Items
Girls






Plain grey trousers (please see suggested suppliers for colour and style)
Plain grey knee length skirt (please see suggested suppliers - tight pencil skirts are NOT allowed)
Plain black or flesh coloured tights
A formal white shirt/blouse to be worn with a tie
Plain black shoes/boots (to be worn under trousers)

Boys




Plain grey trousers (please see suggested suppliers for colour and style)
A formal white shirt to be worn with a tie
Plain black shoes

PE




Bosworth Academy polo shirt (choice of four colours)
Plain black tracksuit bottoms/shorts/leggings
Trainers (or footwear suitable for sport)

NO LEGGINGS

NO JEANS/CHINOS

NO HOODIES

NO TRACKSUIT BOTTOMS

- All students are expected to bring a suitable bag into school for carrying books and essential equipment.
- In colder weather an outdoor jacket can be worn (a hoodie is not an outdoor jacket) BUT must be removed in
school
The following items are not acceptable:
 Fashion belts e.g. large belts worn around the waist;
 Earrings - hoops and multiple studs (only one pair of studs allowed);
 Ear stretchers, facial or tongue piercing;
 Tattoos (illegal unless over 18);
 Extreme hairstyles or unnatural colours; Heavy make-up;
 Hats/caps/beanies.

Staff will make the final judgement regarding suitability of uniform in any other cases. Final
decisions rest with the year heads and senior members of staff.

